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Abstract
Study design Within-subject, randomised cross-over trial.
Objectives To determine whether a commercially available 3D head-mounted (HMD) virtual reality (VR) device results in
significant reductions in neuropathic pain compared to using a 2D screen device in people with spinal cord injury (SCI).
Setting Greenwich Hospital, Sydney, Australia.
Methods Sixteen men with established SCI and chronic neuropathic pain participated in a single-session randomised cross-
over trial. We compared the effects of 3D HMD VR and a 2D screen application on SCI neuropathic pain intensity and levels
of perceived presence.
Results Participants reported significantly lower pain intensity after 3D HMD VR compared to 2D screen application (1.9 ±
SD 1.8 versus 3.4 ± SD 1.6, mean 95% CI: 1.5, P < 0.0001). Participants reported significantly higher perceived levels of
presence with the 3D HMD VR compared to 2D screen of (49.6 ± SD 8.9 versus 32.8 ± SD 11.1, mean 95% CI: 16.6, P <
0.0001). Increased perceived presence was associated with significantly lower pain intensity regardless of randomised
sequencing of the two conditions (mean 95% CI: 0.06, P= 0.005). Effect size for pain reduction using 3D HMD VR
was 0.80.
Conclusions We suggest that 3D HMD VR may provide neuropathic pain relief for people with SCI. Given the lack of
cybersickness and ease of access, we propose that immersive VR could be a helpful adjunct to current pharmacotherapy.
Further research is required to show that VR can be effective for more long-term reductions in SCI pain.

Introduction

Spinal cord injury (SCI) causes debilitating loss of sensor-
imotor function and unrelenting neuropathic pain (NP) at and
below the level of injury in over 50% of patients [1]. SCI-
related NP is thought to be due to altered central neuronal
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activity with spontaneous firing and amplified responsiveness
across the neuroaxis [2]. Sensory deafferentation during SCI
produces neurophysiological changes in somatosensory spinal
circuits thought to generate abnormal nociceptive impulses to
the brain. Altered thalamic circuits are thought to amplify these
nociceptive signals to the cortex, which eventually produce
widespread and long-term reorganisation of central sensory
circuits [3]. Not surprisingly, current pharmacological treat-
ments are only partially beneficial. Difficulty in obtaining
satisfactory relief is due mostly to functional and structural
changes in the central nervous system, as well as psychological
factors that also influence the experience of NP.

As such, alternative approaches such as virtual reality
(VR) are being investigated for the treatment of several
medical and psychological conditions. VR is a simulated
construction of a 3D environment using computer technol-
ogy that includes head-mounted devices (HMD) with 3D-
enabled glasses, noise-cancelling headphones, body-
tracking sensors, joysticks and data gloves. Together this
forms a realistic multisensory experience that surrounds the
user, currently described as a real or simulated environment
where the perceiver experiences a sense of presence,
defined as an illusion of ‘being there’ [4]. Investigations
into the mechanisms of VR analgaesia in experimental
settings show that the degree of analgaesic effect is
dependent on the user’s sense of presence in the virtual
environment. Moreover, recent meta-analysis shows no
difference in effectiveness between specifically developed
software and commercially available games using 3D
environments [5], thus increasing access to affordable VR
options for use in experimental and clinical pain settings.

Several feasibility studies using 3D HMD and 2D screen
applications show reductions in SCI-related NP in over two-
thirds of participants. For example using 3D VR movement
exercises, Villiger et al. showed significant reductions in NP
intensity and increases muscle strength in 14 people with
incomplete SCI after a 4-week period [6]. These findings
suggest that VR is an effective method of reducing pain in
both the long and short term. However, no randomised
studies comparing differences in short-term pain relief
between 3D HMD and 2D screen applications in people
with neuropathic SCI pain exist. Recent evidence suggests
that compared to 2D screen, 3D VR technologies are more
realistic [7] where 3D perception of a VR scene is con-
sidered to give people a greater sense of presence.

The aim of this study is to (a) determine whether using a 3D
HMD VR device results in a significant reduction in NP
compared to a 2D screen-based device running the same VR
application and (b) determine whether the level of presence in
the virtual environment during the two interventions predicts
the degree of analgesic effect in people with NP following a
SCI. We hypothesised that the level of presence in a 3D HMD
VR environment would significantly reduce the intensity and

negative perceptions of pain in people with SCI and NP,
compared to interacting in the same scene on a 2D screen
application.

Methods

Study design

Using a within subject, randomised cross-over pilot trial,
two sequential interventions were compared, one with 3D
HMD VR and one with 2D screen applications using the
same virtual environment in a convenience sample of 16
people with SCI and NP. Random allocation for the first
administered intervention was performed where participants
chose an enclosed text reading either ‘2D’ or ‘3D’ in
separate using separate opaque sealed envelopes. The gen-
eration of random allocation sequencing, enrolment and
intervention assignment were performed by PA.

Due to obvious differences in the appearance of the
visual applications between the two interventions, partici-
pant and researcher blinding was not possible, however,
because it was important for researchers (PA/PS) to show
parity in describing both interventions, a script using neutral
language was prepared. This study was an investigator-
initiated feasibility trial funded by the Australian and New
Zealand College of Anaesthetists, reference 19/002 and was
registered by the Australia New Zealand Clinical Trials
Registry, number ACTRN12618000959279 in May 2018.
The Northern Sydney Local Health District Research Ethics
Committee approved this single-site feasibility trial in
September 2018, reference RESP/18/133.

Participants

We enroled participants with an established SCI and a diag-
nosis of chronic NP recruited through clinical contact and an
SCI participant database. Inclusion criteria included males aged
18 years and older with complete or incomplete SCI of longer
than 12 months duration in whom the lesion was at C6 level or
below, a diagnosis of NP (>6 months), reported NP over the
previous week and stable pharmacological or no pharmacolo-
gical treatment for at least 4 weeks. Male participants were
enroled as they account for ~80% of new SCI cases and
because of significant differences in pain reporting and drug
use between men and women [8]. Exclusion criteria included
the presence of other types of pain more prominent at the time
of the study, a SCI higher than C5 level, brain injury or other
neurological diagnosis that would confound results. Level and
extent of SCI was classified using the International Standards
of Neurological Classification of SCI [9], while a diagnosis of
NP was obtained using the PROMIS Measure of Neuropathic
Pain Quality [10].
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Study schedule

All participants visited on one occasion at the same time of
day (11.00 a.m.) to account for circadian influences on
wakefulness in people with SCI. Baseline NP measures
were taken with an 11-point numerical pain rating scale
(NPRS) for average, worst and least NP intensities over the
previous week, in addition to current NP intensity. Impor-
tantly, participants were instructed only to rate their NP. We
compared differences in effect between 3D HMD and 2D
screen devices using the same VR software on SCI NP
where the duration for each intervention was 15 min. NP
scores reported immediately after each intervention were
used for analysis. However, lowest and average NP scores
during the intervention were also reported. To eliminate any
carryover effect from the first intervention, a washout period
separated the two treatment periods (see Fig. 1). Here,
participants were free to move around in and out of the
laboratory. Given that washout periods be at least five times
the half-life of a given treatment [11], we chose 60 min,
based on data showing that pain is significantly reduced
immediately after VR exposures and that no difference
exists between pain intensity scores at baseline and at 10
min after VR exposure [12]. The cross-over was counter-
balanced to control for exposure to both interventions and
the exposure sequence. Participants completed all self-
report measures and VR applications in a temperature-
controlled room maintained at 25 °C at a bench modified for
wheelchair access. Participants were also required to report
any headset discomfort and cybersickness (includes symp-
toms of nausea, vomiting, headache, vertigo and fatigue)
prior to, during or after using the 3D HMD VR device.

VR interventions

3D HMD VR application

The Oculus Rift® headset is commercially available, widely
used, inexpensive and utilised for VR studies in medical
research [13]. For this study, participants viewed a 3D VR
experience called Nature Trek®. Prior to use, participants

were instructed by the researcher (PA) on the use of a
handheld joystick, to move around a scenic meadow
environment and make full use of the 360° scene. Given this
was a single intervention study, sessions were only 15 min
in length and to avoid cybersickness, the audio-visual
experience was non interactive [14]. To avoid frustration for
participants trying to master an interactive application in
this short-time period, the application was standardised
across the group. The VR headset was calibrated for parti-
cipants’ eyesight in addition to advice on motion sickness
prevention during VR such as reducing speed of their
character and/or reducing head movement.

2D screen application

The same application was run on a 17.3-inch Alienware®

laptop screen with the participant seated in the same posi-
tion. This allowed for a reliable comparison between the
effects of 3D VR and 2D screen experiences.

Primary outcome

The numerical pain rating scale. To investigate the effects
of 3D HMD VR and 2D screen applications on SCI NP,
participants first completed the 11-point NPRS after each
intervention where participants not only reported levels of
pain intensity immediately after intervention, but addition-
ally reported their average pain intensity during each
intervention, and lowest pain intensity during each inter-
vention. The 11-point NPRS is a reliable and valid where
meta-analysis shows use across many pain populations [15].

Secondary outcomes

The Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS-21). To
investigate the effects of 3D HMD VR on mood, partici-
pants completed the DASS-21 after each intervention. The
DASS-21 is a valid and reliable set of three seven-item self-
report scales designed to assess emotional states of
depressive mood, anxiety and stress, where it has also been
validated in people with NP, including those with SCI [16].

Fig. 1 Cross-over study protocols for 3D HMD and 2D screen VR interventions. A cross-over timeline diagram of the VR protocols that
includes VR set-up and baseline questionnaire completion, first VR session, between-VR application washout period, second VR session and post-
VR session questionnaire completion.
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Participants rate the levels of their emotional states on a
four-point Likert scale ranging from 0 (did not apply to me
at all) to 3 (applied to me very much or most of the time).

iGroup Presence Questionnaire (IPQ). To investigate
levels of presence during each VR session, participants
completed the IPQ. The IPQ is a valid and reliable seven-
point Likert scale for measuring spatial awareness, levels of
involvement and experienced realism in a virtual environ-
ment ranging from 0 (not at all) to 6 (very much) [17].

Data analysis

Data analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics 24
[18]. Using a prevalidated case report form, descriptive
statistics (means and standard deviations for continuous
variables, frequencies for categorical variables) were drawn
from demographic and clinical characteristics of the sample
including age, years since injury, level of SCI lesion, SCI
aetiology, SCI classification and prescribed pain medication
in addition to average, least, worst NP over the previous
week.

We used linear-mixed models analysis for repeated
measures with post 3D HMD VR and 2D screen pain and
presence scores as dependent variables for post 3D HMD
VR and 2D screen time points. These regressions included a
factor for the condition (3D HMD VR and 2D screen), the
sequence (randomised sequence of conditions between
subjects) and time (randomised sequence of conditions
within subjects), where sequence was modelled as a random
effect. The analysis controlled for baseline (pre-

randomisation) pain intensity in models where post-
intervention pain intensity was the dependent variable
[19]. We based the sample size calculation on an effect size
from a meta-analysis of previous studies using VR for
chronic pain [20], which showed a mean effect size of 0.71.
Using power of 0.8 and a type 1 error rate of 0.05, we
calculated the required sample size was 16 [21]. We
reported effect size using Hedge’s g.

Results

Seventeen men with SCI NP pain were enroled into the
study, where one participant was excluded due to them
reporting no pain over the previous week (Fig. 2). Table 1
shows the participants’ demographic characteristics
including age, duration in years since SCI, level and extent
of SCI, pain consistency and prescribed pain medication.
Nine of the 16 eligible participants were randomly assigned
to receive the 3D HMD VR application first. Table 2 shows
the mean pain intensity scores over the week prior to their
attendance, during and after VR interventions and levels of
presence during VR interventions.

Effects of 3D HMD VR compared to 2D screen
applications on pain intensity

Linear-mixed model analysis showed that 3D HMD VR
was associated with significantly greater reductions in pain
intensity from baseline in all participants compared to a 2D

Fig. 2 A box plot showing
participants rating of
neuropathic pain at baseline,
during and post 3D VR and
2D screen interventions. The
data shows median (horizontal
bar), 1st and 3rd quartiles (top
and bottom of box respectively)
and standard deviation (vertical
bar). The dots represent single
outlying values.
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screen application (1.9 ± SD 1.8 versus 3.4 ± SD 1.6, 95%
CI: 0.96–1.98, P < 0.0001) (Fig. 2). The standardised mean
difference (Hedges’ g) for pain reduction using 3D HMD
VR compared to 2D screen application at the post inter-
vention time point was 0.80, which indicates a large effect.
Participants reported an average decrease in pain of over
65% using 3D HMD VR compared to 35% using the 2D
screen application. Here, there were moderate correlations
between baseline and post 3D VR (r=−0.68, P= 0.003)
and weak correlations between baseline and 2D screen NP
scores (r=−0.42, P= 0.11). Concerning 3D VR, there
were also significantly greater NP reductions in participants
with NP below lesion level (n= 10, P > 0.0001) compared
to those with NP at and below (n= 5, P= 0.03). Only one
participant reported pain at lesion level. Additionally, those
with complete spinal lesions reported significantly greater
NP reductions (n= 11, P > 0.0001) compared to those with

incomplete spinal lesions (n= 5, P= 0.005). Participants
reporting SCI NP for <20 years, showed significantly
greater reductions in post 3D VR pain (n= 7, P= 0.0001),
compared to participants reporting up to 10 years (n= 5,
P= 0.013) and between 11 and 20 years (n= 4, P= 0.011).

Importantly, the effects of randomised VR condition
sequencing both between and within subjects on post-VR
pain intensity were not significant (P= 0.34, P= 1.0
respectively) (Table 3).

Effects of 3D HMD VR and 2D screen applications on
levels of presence

Linear-mixed model analysis also showed that 3D HMD
VR was associated with significantly greater levels of pre-
sence compared to a 2D screen application (48.8 ± SD 8.8
versus 31.7 ± SD 11.1, mean 95% CI: 9.93–23.97, P <
0.0001) (Fig. 3). Furthermore, mixed-model analysis also
showed that increases in levels of reported presence were
associated with greater reductions in pain intensity,
regardless of randomised sequencing of VR conditions
(P= 0.002) (Table 3). However, although VR condition
and presence predict pain separately, the effects of presence

Table 1 Demographic data showing mean age and years since SCI,
extent of SCI (ASIC grade), neurological level of injury, SCI
aetiology, neuropathic pain location, neuropathic pain consistency
and prescribed medication (individual participant demographic data is
shown in the Supplementary Table).

Number %

Mean (SD) age—54.3 (14.1) 16

Mean (SD) years in pain since injury—19.5 years (12.1)

ASIA grade

A 10 63

B 2 12

C 1 6

D 3 19

Neurological level of injury

Lower thoracic/upper lumbar 8 50

Mid thoracic 5 31

Upper thoracic 1 6

Lower cervical 2 13

SCI aetiology

Traumatic 15 94

Non-traumatic 1 6

Neuropathic pain location

At and below lesion level 5 31

Below lesion level 10 62

At lesion level 1 12

Pain consistency

Constant 13 81

Intermittent 3 19

Prescribed pain medication

Multiple medications 4 25

Single medication 6 38

No medication 6 38

Table 2 Descriptive data showing neuropathic pain intensity levels
during (a) the previous week (b) at baseline, c) with 3D HMD VR
intervention, (d) with 2D screen and (e) sense of presence during
intervention with 3D HMD and 2D screen.

Pain intensity Mean Standard
deviation

Standard error
of mean

NRPS (possible range 0–10)

Over previous week

Average pain 5.3 1.9 0.47

Worst pain 7.5 1.9 0.48

Least pain 2.6 1.5 3.7

Current Pain 4.9 1.6 4.0

3D HMD VR

Average pain during 2.2 1.6 0.41

Least pain during 1.4 1.6 0.41

Post intervention 1.9 1.8 0.44

2D screen application

Average pain during 3.4 1.6 0.40

Least pain during 2.6 2.0 0.49

Post intervention 3.4 1.9 0.48

IPQ (possible range 0–98)

Presence during intervention

3D HMD VR 48.8 8.9 2.2

2D screen
applications

31.7 11.1 2.7

NP neuropathic pain, NPRS numerical pain rating scale, IPQ iGroup
Presence Questionnaire.
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Table 3 A table showing linear-mixed model analysis for the effects of VR conditions on (a) reported neuropathic pain intensity, (b) reported
levels of presence, (c) effects of reported levels of presence on post-VR condition neuropathic pain intensity and (d) as above but showing
adjustment for VR condition.

Parameter 95% CI (covariate-adjusted) t df Significance

Lower bound Upper bound

(a) Effect of VR conditions on post-VR reported pain intensity

3D HMD VR vs. 2D screen application 0.95 2.05 5.8 14 <0.0001

Sequence (between subject) −1.06 2.86 0.6 13 0.57

Time (within subject) −0.55 0.55 0.0 14 1.00

Baseline pain 0.49 1.23 4.8 12 <0.0001

(b) Effect of VR conditions on post-VR reported levels of presence

3D HMD VR vs. 2D screen application −23.97 −9.93 −5.2 14 <0001

Sequence (between subject) −13.08 4.12 −1.1 14 0.28

Time (within subject) −6.57 7.47 0.1 14 0.89

(c) Effect of reported levels of presence on post-VR reported pain intensity

IPQ score −0.088 1.25 −3.6 20.8 0.002

Sequence (between subject) −1.05 1.25 0.2 13.3 0.86

Time −0.87 0.65 −0.3 14.6 0.76

Baseline pain 0.50 1.24 5.1 13 <0.0001

(d) Effects of VR conditions on reported levels of presence on post-VR reported pain intensity (adjusted for VR condition)

3D HMD VR vs. 2D screen application 0.46 2.23 3.2 17.1 0.005

IPQ score −0.049 0.030 −0.5 22.2 0.60

Sequence (between subject) −0.96 1.55 0.5 12.3 0.62

Time (within subject) −0.58 0.59 0.2 12.0 1.00

Baseline pain 0.48 1.28 4.9 12.0 <0.0001

Fig. 3 A box plot showing
participants rating of presence
post 3D VR and 2D screen
interventions. The data shows
median (horizontal bar), 1st and
3rd quartiles (top and bottom of
box respectively) and standard
deviation (vertical bar).
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on pain intensity are non-significant (P= 0.60) when VR
conditions are controlled for.

Effects of 3D HMD VR and 2D screen applications on
mood

Mean DASS-21 subscale scores were within the normal
clinical range at baseline (stress=mean 5.56 ± 2.92 SD,
anxiety= 3.19 ± 2.79 SD, depressive mood= 2.69 ± 2.93
SD). Additionally, after each intervention, there were no
significant differences between 3D HMD and 2D screen
applications for changes in the DASS-21 subscale scores.
Furthermore, linear-mixed model analysis confirmed that
neither levels of presence nor the type of VR had significant
effects on levels of mood.

Discussion

People with neuropathic SCI pain reported significant
decreases in pain intensity during and immediately after
taking part in both 3D HMD and 2D screen sessions.
However, the reduction in pain intensity was significantly
greater with 3D HMD VR when compared with the 2D
screen application. Importantly, the effect size for 3D VR
distraction was 0.8, which is typically considered repre-
sentative of a large effect.

Participants also reported significantly greater levels of
presence during 3D HMD VR compared to a 2D screen
session where they reported that the 3D scene felt more real
and were less aware of the real environment around them. It
could be argued that the observed reductions in SCI NP
may be due to placebo responses. Although, we cannot rule
out such responses, recent meta-analyses show insignificant
placebo responses in people with SCI NP suggesting that
the responses observed in the present study are indeed
significant [22]. Here, it is suggested that people with SCI
have little expectation for pain relief, where in many cases;
modes of previously attempted pain relief do not work [23].
Thus, our findings suggest that 3D HMD VR may offer an
effective modality for the management of SCI NP. These
findings are encouraging clinically as 3D HMD VR
equipment is accessible and offers inexpensive and safe
pain relief. Although the type of VR condition and levels of
presence predict short-term decreases in pain intensity
separately, further analysis revealed that the effects of levels
of presence on changes in pain intensity are insignificant
when VR conditions are controlled for. Thus, our findings
suggest that while the level of presence is an important
factor in obtaining analgesic relief, possibly through pain
modulatory brain regions associated with distraction [10]
using both 3D VR and 2D screens, the type of VR is the
only independent factor associated with pain relief.

Only two previous studies have examined short-term
alterations in pain intensity in people with SCI, the first
using 3D HMD VR and the second, a 3D screen. In the first
study, Pozeg and colleagues used a virtual leg illusion
together with actual and virtual tactile stimuli to investigate
changes in body ownership in 20 people with SCI NP. Here,
they showed mild but significant reductions in NP (P=
0.04) and significantly stronger experiences of illusionary
ownership of the virtual legs [24]. In the second, Jordan and
Richardson investigated the effects of virtual walking
(treatment) and virtual wheelchair wheeling (control) in 15
people with SCI NP. Their findings showed mild but sig-
nificant decreases in SCI NP during virtual walking, com-
pared to virtual wheeling (P= 0.03) [25].

Short-term pain relief after a single session of 3D HMD
VR has also been investigated in people with chronic pain
and phantom-limb pain. For example, Jones and colleagues
reported significant decreases in pain intensity (P= 0.001)
after a single session in 30 people with chronic pain [26],
while similar levels of pain relief are shown in people with
phantom-limb pain [27]. These and our findings suggest
that uncontrolled attention to ʻbottom-up’ influences of pain
may be modulated in a ʻtop-down’ manner by voluntary
relaxation and/or goal-directed attention

Our VR protocols were designed for distraction, where
participants were required only to move around and observe
a nature scene. However, given that presence was not an
independent factor for pain relief, it is feasible that concerns
such as hardware mastery and the effects of neurological
injury on hand movement and control may reduce
immediate analgesic efficacy of VR. Thus, future studies
should examine the effects of different types of VR appli-
cation such as interactive gaming, interactive injury-specific
or non-interactive nature and relaxation-based applications.
Furthermore, combining VR with other techniques, such as
mindfulness and hypnosis strategies, are shown to reduce
levels of pain intensity in several pain conditions and lessen
in negative emotions in psychological settings including
SCI [28].

The duration of VR-analgesia is an important factor.
Here, the actions of VR on pain mechanisms are divided
into two types: distraction and neuroplasticity. Distraction
refers to the short-term diversion of attention away from
pain towards an alternative stimulus whereby, VR may act
on pain by ‘hijacking’ attention, emotion and memory.
These effects, depending on the level of immersion, may be
due to excitability of neuron populations in brain regions
associated with pain modulation. For example, healthy
participants reporting decreases in pain intensity from
painful thermal stimulation during distraction show
decreases in thalamic, insular and anterior cingulate cortex
activation using fMRI [10]. Alternatively, neuroplasticity
refers to long-term functional and structural changes in
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neuronal pathways and synapses that may occur following
long-term practice of skills, such as playing a musical
instrument or VR use involving interactive real-time simu-
lations of scenes or activities. In this study, we investigated
only short-term analgesic effects that were assessed during
and immediately following each intervention session.
Although we can provide no evidence, the analgesic effect
of the VR application for pain in this population, attention
distraction is most likely the best explanation, especially
concerning short-term or single session VR use. These
immediate effects of VR are shown to be due to temporary
activation of top-down pain modulatory pathways via the
cingulo-frontal cortex and periaqueductal grey [29].

Despite current awareness of short-term benefits of VR
in people with chronic pain conditions, long-term effects
of VR on pain intensity, whilst promising, require further
investigation. A recent meta-analysis investigating the
effect of VR on pain perception shows that although
frequency and time of exposure appear to be important
aspects of VR interventions when managing chronic pain,
current evidence is inconsistent. Encouragingly, however,
studies investigating long-term VR exposure on SCI pain
do show that exposures over longer periods do show
greater reductions in pain intensity. Here, VR has been
used alone, or in combination with other forms of treat-
ment such as transcranial direct current stimulation and
exoskeleton muscle training. VR (3D and 2D) exposure
over multiple sessions show the greatest reductions in
pain severity where in some cases, analgesic effects
continued several weeks after treatment [30], suggesting
long-term neuroplastic changes to central pain pathways.
Given these findings, larger studies are required to
determine the long-term analgesic effects of different
types of VR application alone and whether VR such as the
one used in this study are cumulative in the duration of
pain relief over time.

Promisingly in this study, all participants completed both
VR interventions with none reporting discomfort with the
VR headset, or cybersickness during or after using the 3D
HMD VR. To optimise user friendliness, we selected a VR
application with no pitch or roll elements while participants
used a handheld device that enabled them to stop, start or
change direction when they chose.

This study had several limitations. First, our sample size
was relatively small with a low number of people with SCI
and NP responding to the study invitation, who were
residing in the same city and willing to travel to the hospital
for testing. Second, the group included people on various
types of prescribed pain medications. However, our sample
was relatively homogeneous in relation to having
predominantly neuropathic SCI pain. Third, our study
focused on short-term outcomes and it is not possible to
draw conclusions about long-term or cumulative effects.

Although any effective treatment option with a short-term
effect is arguably beneficial in this sample, it is important to
determine whether this can be extended by repeated use or
different protocols. Nevertheless, our findings highlight the
efficacy of accessible, inexpensive 3D HMD VR applica-
tions for the short-term relief of neuropathic SCI pain.

Conclusion

We suggest that 3D HMD VR may provide NP relief for
people with SCI. Given the lack of cybersickness and
increasing ease of access, we also suggest 3D HMD VR
applications could be a helpful adjunct to centrally-acting pain
medications to control symptoms of this long-term problem.
Further research is required to show that VR can be effective
for more long-term reductions in neuropathic SCI pain.
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